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Bridgewater Water is Still Contaminated

Last year Bridgewater was one of 87 Massachusetts communities that experienced a water contamination event. The most recent of these was in March and involved a chemical called perchlorethylene (perc). The contamination was detected by the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Quality and Regulatory Affairs (DEQRA). At that time a partial evacuation of the town was recommended. However, the health risk associated with this contamination was never determined. The evacuation was lifted after a month, and the town returned to normal operations.
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The election of 1980 has made an impact on the political ideology of America whose opinions will be for or against in what will happen. In the days following the election people went to the White House to protest conservative politicians to appear on a recent television show, “The New Republic.” The wave of conservatism that has been building for the last few years culminated in foreign policy proved unacceptable, and led to a new generation of conservative legislators now in the control of Ronald Reagan. In fact, every conservative, from home to decorating changes, and others are only a few new laws today that have been discussed in this country, week by week. The legacy of today’s student cohorts.

First of all, I was not a political science student, the few policies, in the eyes of people, have proved ineffective. One need only look at the front page of any newspaper to see the change in political change for the American people. What the liberal vision has happened to a possible planet to take a right turn. The liberal vision has happened to a possible planet to take a right turn. The liberal vision has happened to a possible planet to take a right turn. The liberal vision has happened to a possible planet to take a right turn.

For instance, what will be the result of these changes? Only time will tell, but maybe...

The legacy of today’s student cohorts.
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Announcements

The Stompers and Private Lightning
On Thursday, November 13 at 8:00 in the auditorium there will be a rock concert featuring "The Stompers and Private Lightning". Tickets will go on sale at $10 in the auditorium ticket booth on November 12. The concert will be open to all students and will be sponsored by S.U. Program Committee. The proceeds will be used to support the Music Department.

New York City Trip
The Music Department is sponsoring a trip to New York City on November 5th. The trip will include a visit to the Metropolitan Museum of Art and a concert at Carnegie Hall. The cost is $150 per person. Payments must be made in full.

WRITING CENTER HOURS
The Writing Center, located in Maxwell Library 238, is open to students needing assistance with their writing. The center is open Monday through Thursday from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm and Friday from 9:00 am to 12:00 pm. Free advice is available for an appointment. For additional information call campus extension 545.

STUDY ABROAD
Dr. John Brown, Dean of Columbus International College in Seville, Spain, will be on campus on November 12, from 10 am to 3 pm. Interested students are encouraged to attend this presentation to learn about the benefits of studying abroad.

VETERANS DESERVE EDUCATION AND REHAB
Veterans deserve education and rehabilitation. They have served their country and now it is time for them to receive the education and training they need. Contact us for more information on how we can help.

GOTSHALKS SIDE BY SIDE
A WISE AND CONVENIENT PLACE TO SHOP FOR ACTION CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR!

D.C.'s
Wolwerine
Baracuta
Levi's
Jean
D.C.
Levi's
Chic Jeans
Sassoon
Dingo
Dingos
Thom McAn
Sassoon
Daniele
Minotaka mocassins
Dickies
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On November 17th at 7:30 in the Student Union Demonstration Room, the Program Committee will present a poetry reading by Dave Smith, author of four major volumes of poetry. Mr. Smith will also be giving two workshops under the sponsorship of the Student Union. One will be discussions poems and the program committee will be discussing poems on Saturday, November 17th from 10:00-12:00. He will be discussing the current state of creative writing. Both workshops will be held in the Student Union Demonstration Room.

Dave Smith is one of the outstanding figures in the contemporary poetry scene. The author of four major volumes of poetry, he is a member of the Program Committee. On November 17th from 10:00-12:00, he will be discussing the current state of creative writing. Both workshops will be held in the Student Union Demonstration Room.

The following Biology Courses, which give credit for the Biological Sciences Minor, Bi 110 Man and Nature, and 110-2, will be offered:

- **Bio 110 Man and Nature**
  - 11:00 AM-12:00 PM
  - Focus on the relationship between man and his environment.
  - Emphasis on current environmental issues and future problems associated with ecological disturbances. 

- **Bio 110-2**
  - 1:00 PM-2:00 PM
  - Focus on the growth and propagation of plants and natural resources. 
  - Emphasis on plant structure, function, and ecosystem interactions.

**Special workshops** will be offered during the following times:

- **1:00 PM-2:00 PM**
  - Focus on the growth and propagation of plants and natural resources.
  - Emphasis on plant structure, function, and ecosystem interactions.

- **2:00 PM-3:00 PM**
  - Focus on the growth and propagation of plants and natural resources.
  - Emphasis on plant structure, function, and ecosystem interactions.

**OBSERVATION COURSE**

- **1:00 PM-2:00 PM**
  - Focus on the growth and propagation of plants and natural resources.
  - Emphasis on plant structure, function, and ecosystem interactions.

- **2:00 PM-3:00 PM**
  - Focus on the growth and propagation of plants and natural resources.
  - Emphasis on plant structure, function, and ecosystem interactions.

**ATTENTION CUMULATORS**

- **1:00 PM-2:00 PM**
  - Focus on the growth and propagation of plants and natural resources.
  - Emphasis on plant structure, function, and ecosystem interactions.

- **2:00 PM-3:00 PM**
  - Focus on the growth and propagation of plants and natural resources.
  - Emphasis on plant structure, function, and ecosystem interactions.

**STUDENTS** interested in **TEACHING ABDROD** should meet in the Student Union office on November 17th from 10:00-12:00 noon. These students will be reviewed and selected for the program. A formal offer letter will be mailed to the successful candidates. For more information, contact the Program Committee.

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

- **CAMPUS FESTIVAL**
  - November 17th, from 1:00 PM-4:00 PM
  - In the Student Union Demonstration Room.
  - Free to all students.

**GOSHAWK ANTELOPE**

A new exhibit is now open in the Student Union Demonstration Room. The exhibit features a life-sized model of Goshawk Antelope, a native species found in the Binghamton area. The exhibit includes information on the animal's habitat, behavior, and conservation status. The exhibit is open daily from 9:00 AM-5:00 PM.
Bio Courses--No Labs--To Fill GER's

The following Bio Courses, offered this Fall, will fill GER's:

- Bio 311 and Bio 319: "Evolutionary Biology of Life". This course will cover topics such as the history of life on Earth, evolution, and the diversity of life. It is an advanced course and requires a strong background in biology.
- Bio 326: "Molecular Biology". This course will focus on the molecular basis of life, including topics such as DNA replication, gene expression, and protein synthesis.
- Bio 336: "Ecology". This course will explore the interactions between organisms and their environment, including topics such as population dynamics, community structure, and ecosystem function.

These courses are only open to students who have completed the prerequisites and are currently enrolled in the program.

Admissions

Applications are now being accepted for the Spring 2022 semester. To apply, please visit the Admissions Office website for more information and to submit your application.

Similarly, applications for the Summer 2022 semester are also being accepted. Please visit the Admissions Office website for more information and to submit your application.

For more information, please contact the Admissions Office at (555) 555-5555 or by email at admissions@college.edu.
STEPHEN SMALLEY
PAINTING & DRAWING
FEBRUARY 9 - MARCH 6, 1981

In this new series of acrylic painting and ink drawings Stephen Smalley focuses primarily on images and associations that relate to Mediterranean antiquities. Professor Smalley is Chairman of the Art Department at BSC.

NEW COFFEEHOUSES

OFF THE COMMON Coffeehouse and Performing Arts Forum, located at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, was the center of activity in Amherst. The forum presented a series of coffeehouses, concerts, and other cultural events.

WEAVING

The workshop has been scheduled in conjunction with an exhibition of "Andean Weaving" currently on display in the Gallery of the Art Center. Workshops will be held on November 16, from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. at the Art Center. The workshop will focus on the basic techniques of Andean weaving, including the use of the loom and the creation of different types of fabric. Each participant will receive a workshop kit containing all necessary materials for the weaving project.

RED RYDER REVIEWED

With the release of his new album, "Red Ryder," the Motorcycle Madman takes his unique blend of country, rock, and western music to a wider audience. The album features a mix of upbeat, danceable tracks and slower, more introspective numbers, each showcasing the singer's distinctive voice and talent.

PERSON YOURSELF/PROFILES

This is an invitation to one of Bridgeport State College's most creative and skilled performers, STAGE 7, to take part in The Theatre's newest, most innovative, exciting musical revue ever! WE ASK YOU TO: COME SEE FEEL: the laughter the tears as some of Bridgeport's finest performers display everyday roles in an ingenius fashion. BRING a friend and join us for the event on October 12 and 13 in the Student Union Dome. Room at 8:00 p.m. Admission is free.
Three Painters

DECEMBER 1, 1980

The paintings of these young Swiss artists will be on exhibit in the Art Center Gallery. Arranged by anthropologists, Christine and Edward Franquemont, these remarkably beautiful textiles are presented within the context of the folk art and cultural traditions in which they were woven. Accompanying the textiles are typical examples of Peruvian weaving traditions, firsthand views, and interpretations of some of the more traditional techniques of weaving and dyeing. The exhibit is scheduled through December 16 and is free to the public.

New Coffeehouse Offers

"Off the Common" Coffeehouse and Performing Arts Forum, located in the Parish Hall of the First Unitarian Church, on School St., next to the Arts Center on lower campus, in Bridgewater has scheduled its November program of music and events. "Off the Common" sponsors coffeehouse nights, concerts, and entertainment programs, featuring the best sampling of area musicians and performers: "Off the Common" supports the education of the Arts Center on lower campus, in Bridgewater and is open to the public. Admission is free.

An Evening of Contemporary Music

On November 8, folk singer and contemporary songwriter, Jim Monahan, will appear in a coffeehouse evening of original and contemporary music. Monahan is a volunteer, non-profit organization committed to the fostering of local and area musicians, songwriters, and performing artists. Preis the evening's performances will be featured in a special evening of traditional music and folk traditions. Monahan is a volunteer, non-profit organization committed to the fostering of local and area musicians, songwriters, and performing artists.

Boston Ballet is Coming

The Boston Ballet Ensemble will be on tour in Bridgewater on Sunday, November 18, at 8:00 p.m., with a program to be announced. The company is directed by Peter Martins, who has been a principal dancer with the New York City Ballet and a guest artist with the San Francisco Opera. The program will feature a variety of music and dance styles, from classical to contemporary.

PERSON YOURSELF...PROFILES

This is an invitation. An invitation to one of November's most exciting musical revues! WE ASK YOU TO COME SEE FEEL: the LAUGHTER the TEARS

as some of Bridgewater's finest performers display everyday roles in an ingenius fashion. BRING a friend and join us for the event on November 13, 1980 at the Student Union Room at 8:00 p.m. Admission is free.
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Ames, Iowa

Ralph A. Howard, Editor

The Comment is a weekly student newspaper of the University of Iowa. It is published every Wednesday during the fall and spring terms. The Comment is an unaffiliated publication and is not an official university publication. It is published under the direction of the Editorial Board.

The Ballot Box

By Tom Gregg

If your views about separation of church and state mean that religion has a split role of political concerns, then you are probably not a person who will vote in the November 6, 1980, elections.

The Comment Editorial Board

The opinions expressed here are those of the author and not representative of the opinions held by The Comment Editorial Board.

B.E.S.T. Workshops Planned

S.G.A. President Bill Mullen announces workshops to begin November 6th. Interested in helping with this vitamin and stress project, please contact Bill or Keith at the S.G.A. office.

Why Work Overseas?

In Poland apples are grown for human consumption, rice fields flourish, and entire cities are built. It is a country with many industrial and economic achievements.

Work Overseas?

"What can you do to work overseas without leaving Iowa?"" The question that most students ask when they hear the word "overseas." Kansas City native Bill Mullen, assistant director of the Placement Program, has an answer.

The Student Union NEEDS YOUR HELP!

Near your bookstore

The Foyer To Answer Questions On The Issue!
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The Student Union NEEDS YOUR HELP! to stay the “BEST IN THE EAST” Support the proposed fee increase by voting in the referendum on Wednesday, Nov. 12:90 to 4:00 (Near the bookstore) Help us provide the facilities, programs, and services you deserve! An Information Table Will Be In The Foyer To Answer Questions On The Issue!
Speaker Discusses Affects of Exercise on Students with Cardiovascular Disease

Barneys-Hind has made things a lot easier for the hard contact lens wearer in four important areas: cleaning, wearing, soaking, and paying. Our One Solution puts all these important maintenance functions into one convenient formulation. It gives you a nice little price break, too.

So try our One Solution. And enjoy the luxury of carrying two less bottles around.

Contact lens solutions that won’t soak you.

Bears Back on Winning Track, 21-3

by Dusty Cheever

The Bridgewater State Bears survived a late-game scare and returned to the脚 of Mount Whitehead last Saturday afternoon when they defeated the Watertown College Bears, 21-3. The Bears were led by their #1 scoring quarterback Dusty Chapeau, who threw for 300 yards on the day and also passed for one touchdown.

At the end of the first quarter, the Bears had a 7-0 lead over the Watertown College Bears. The Bears were able to capitalize on a fumble by the opposing team, which was recovered by Bears' defensive end. The Bears were also able to convert a 30-yard field goal attempt in the first quarter.

The Bears' second quarter was highlighted by a 30-yard touchdown pass from Chapeau to Bears' wide receiver Jeff Taylor, giving the Bears a 14-0 lead at halftime.

In the third quarter, the Bears continued to dominate the game, scoring another touchdown on a 20-yard run by Bears' running back Bob Cola. The Bears led 21-0 at the end of the third quarter.

The Watertown College Bears were unable to answer the Bears' scoring with a score of their own in the fourth quarter, which ultimately sealed their fate and resulted in a final score of 21-3.

Bears' defense was solid throughout the game, holding the Watertown College Bears to just 100 yards passing and 98 rushing yards. The Bears also forced two turnovers, which they converted into points.

The Bears' next game is scheduled for next Saturday against the Southern New Hampshire University Penmen. The Bears are looking forward to the challenge and hope to continue their winning streak.

Bears' players and coaches were all pleased with the win and are looking forward to the upcoming games. The Bears are currently ranked #1 in the New England region and are eyeing a spot in the national championship.

Coach Pete Mazzaferro, who has been leading the Bears for the past five years, said, "Our players worked hard in the off-season and it paid off today. We played a great game and kept our momentum going. We're looking forward to the next game and hope to keep our winning streak going."
Speaker Discusses Affects of Exercise on Students with Cardiovascular Disease

by Susan Leoni

Dr. Rose Wasser, Chair of the Department of Psychology at Tufts University, discussed the affects of exercise on students with cardiovascular disease. The report was based on her research presented at the annual meeting of the American Psychological Association.

Dr. Wasser began by explaining that exercise can have a positive impact on the cardiovascular system, reducing the risk of heart disease and improving overall health. However, for individuals with cardiovascular disease, exercise can be more challenging and may require medical clearance and proper supervision.

Dr. Wasser then presented data on the physiological responses to exercise in individuals with cardiovascular disease. She discussed the importance of monitoring heart rate and blood pressure during exercise, as well as the need for gradual increases in intensity and duration of exercise.

Dr. Wasser also emphasized the need for adequate warm-up and cool-down periods to prevent injury and reduce the risk of strain or injury.

Dr. Wasser concluded by emphasizing the importance of individualized exercise programs for students with cardiovascular disease. She recommended working closely with a healthcare provider to develop a safe and effective exercise plan.

In conclusion, Dr. Wasser's research provides valuable insights into the affects of exercise on students with cardiovascular disease. The findings underscore the importance of monitoring physiological responses and developing individualized programs to ensure safe and effective participation in physical activity.